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MAYU T. MUNARRIZ*

Behavioral changes may be used to evaluate government development
projects. Behauioral change is the change in man's generalized character and
actions as a result of changes in income, evaluation, land ownership and
degree of urbanization. Different ways of affecting behavioral change were
examined and a simple model for inducing behavioral change from a traditional to a modern direction is formulated.

/

The most common evaluation approach being used in many government
housing projects is the Social Cost-Benefit Analysis' which measuresthe
return on investment to society. This looks into the increase in future Income of
a community, say increase inland value or increase in structural value. This
- approach, however, is limited because it fails to consider an important area of
social benefits, namely, the behavioral change that occurs as a result of the implementation of the development project. Failure to include behavioral change
as a social gain in PY.'Oject evaluation implies an underestimation of the social
benefits of the development project.
Analysis of behavioral change looks into the social benefits of a project
qualitatively. But; existing studies have been conducted only for individual
groups and oftentimes concentrated in the early phase of Philippine development such as the Tondo Foreshore project. The project was evaluated according
to an increase in land ·value,2 according to an increasein structural val'ue3
according to its housing consolidation.' according to its efficiency in serving the
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targeted population.P and according to the cost recoverability of the project
and the affordability levels of the residents.f So far,only socialanthropologists have used the methods of looking into behavioral change. However,
their work has, not been integrated with modern, economic and political
theory," Thus, this is an area where little research has been undertaken and
studies that aim to evaluate housing development projects by considering
behavioral changes following its implementation could ,be a great .contribution to the analysis of this litte-known area of project evaluation.
Looking into the social benefits ofbehavioral changes occuring as a result
of a housing development project is significant for the following reasons:

•

1) It offers a new perspective to project evaluation, Examining project
benefits through behavioral changes goes beyond the standard
procedure of project evaluation.
'
,
,

,

,

2) It has implication on the need to reconsiderthe Internal RateofReturn
(IRR) concept presently being used in Cost-Benefit Analysis, because
of its failure to consider an important area ofsocial benefits, namely
the occurrence of behavioral change due to the influence ofa development project.
'
3) It could provide more indepth information to practitioners and theorists in the field of Urban and Regional planning.
"
,

Theoretical ConsideratioDB

1

Human Behavior and Behavioral Changes
Human behavior" has been defined in lilUly ways by different disciplines.
An economist would view human behavior as the preference patterns of
individuals in response to external variables in the economy, such as: market
prices, wages and availability of resources". An environmental/architectural
psychologist looks at the physical form of an individual's surroundings' as
influencing his behaviorjwwhile a sociologist sees behavior as the manner of individuals in relation to other individuals within and outside their community
which have both social and cultural considerations."
'
,

\

Human behavior Is defined asthe generalized character manifested by
overt action in relation to one's environment, while behavioral change is the
change in human behavior due to changes in external factors, e.g., education, land ownership or some degree of urbanization.

Traditional Vs. Modern Behavior
There are many types of individuals manifesting different actions but,
schematically, human behavior may be classified into traditional and
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modern.

•

In Guthrie'sl2 sttidy of the' rural philippines, traditional and modem
behavior was described in the following manner: In the less advanced parts of
the rural areas, he found that the major activity ofthe peoplerevolve around the
production anddistribution offood. Each housewife makes daily purchases in
small quantities because of lack of refrigeration facilities and may be because
income is earned daily. With this habit, even rice which could be stored for a
period of time is purchased in small quantities to meet one or two days' needs.
Thus, each vendor, like the housewife-buyer, gets enough to keep him going
until the next day. This results to having no large-scale, wholesale marketing'
structure. In addition, because of poor transportation, roads and limited system
of wholesalers, commodities may sell for virtually nothing since there is no .
mechanism to distribute them to nearby areas where demand may be greater.
Thus, people often take to the market even part of what would have gone for
their own diet. The shipments are small and profits are very little to cover the
'Cost of the trip. Industries, as a rule, are small and cater only to local needs.
Education is usually available in the elementary level. The whole picture is of
subsistence marketing in which individuals seek enough to carry themselves
through the day. There is no saving nor growth in these enterprises, since traditional behavior prevails.
. . .
In the more advanced areas where modem behavior is observed, many are
landowners because ownership of useful land is the main source of wealth..
Thus, one can be sure that owners oflarge modem houses in the town have land
in the "barrios" (less-developed areas in the province). Many of the people in the
more advanced rural areas are professional and almost all encourage their
children to seek advanced degrees ..There are major roads which are usually the
principal stops or temiinals ofmajor bus routes. With relatively better transportation system than the less advanced areas, goods and people move much more
quickly and cheaply and exchange of ideas, commercial credit transactions .and
updated news flourish.

•

This paper defines traditional and modem behavior with respect to savings
and consumption patterns, preference on productive and non-productive activities and the availment offormal and informal institutions. A modem individual
tries to improve his savings and consumption patterns by having higher levels
of monetary savings for his future. He gives higher priority to productive
activities, say'work and study over non-productive activities like leisure and
understands the advantages of utilizing formal institutions such as hospitals and ,
banks over informal institutions like, faith, healers' and piggybanks,
traditional individual is on the other hand expected to give higher priority to
higher levels of consumptions; greater time allotment to non-productive' activities and more priority to the availment of informal institutions.

The

Direction ofChange in Human Behavior

•

,
Studies show that people's behavior, change towards modernization in
the course of development. Bailey 13 showed the effect of raising the econo-
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mic status of castes with the opening of a. new road. It has opened up the
farming economy in areas of Far East Africa's caste system. Castes which
adopted this kind of innovation benefitted from it while those which did
not, did not benefit.
Maynard evaluated the Muong PhiengCluster Program in Laos. The
program provided improvements in physical and social infrastructure such
as: roads, schools, medical facilities and rice mills. The following behavioral
changes were seen: : :

1)

Increase in school attendance

2)

Increase in pig and duck raising and livestock sales;

3)

Shift in means of transportation from the use of horses to motor
vehicles;
.'

4)

More importance to monetization in the purchasing of fertilizers,
insecticides, water pumps, buffaloes, etc.; .

5)

Initial utilization of radio.communications, library and newspaper
. facilities and started to purchase radio receivers;
.

\

',

•

.

tow,~s
their' neighbors and less intimV'
.
.

6)

More tolerance of villagers
dation of children;
-.

7)

And emergence of leaders of the community and new standards
appropriate to middle-class services and acceptance of elections.

,

.~

.In this study of the development package in a village in Punjab known
as the "green revolution," Leaf' observed the following behavioral changes."
1) . New varieties of crops are adopted which respond more productivity to larger amounts of fertilizersand water supplies than .the
old varieties of crops;
2)

Farmers market more of their produce .relative to their own consumption;
.

3)

Greater willingness to'adopt to institutions outside 'of the village
such as availing of well pumps inthe fields;

4)

Greater willingness to adopt to formal institutions for crime control, Say, relying on the police;

5)

Utilization of Farm tractors;

6)

introduction of the flatr'ate system of work and wages which eliminated advanced negotiations before work is done in the field;

.

•

.
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7) With a clearer definition of landownership laws, villagers started to
save money to buy extra land that was coming on the market from
other nearby villages; and
8) Membership in the village cooperative became universal through
which coUl8CZtions of credit were made.

•

Jere studied Lusaka in Zambia by examining the citizen participation
in planning and decision making. He observed that the squatter families
voluntarily dug water trenches for their communities in the early stage of the
development projects. They received monetary credit from the government for
this and made further investments for more modem societ~es:16
used the amount of money to
construct a clinic forthehealtheducationoithe communitymembers
and other needs;

1) Residents of Nyerere Compound

2) Residents of Desai Compound built a day care center; residents
of Garden Compound built a clinic and self-help market; and
3) Residents ofChaisa built a clinic.
Silas"studied the Kampung improvement Program ofIndonesia. He made
a comparative study of Jakarta and Surabaya. The program made improvements on general works which included roads and footpaths. It was observed
that aftet the footpaths were constructed, individual households along these
foot-paths started planting trees and flowers, provided garbage cans, installed
street lighting-'using theirindividual house's electricity as the source oflighting.
In other areas, the residents provided community meeting halls and guard
houses. They held periodic communal cleaning activities for the maintenance of
environmental quality. .
Guthrie" theorized that the social organization of industrial cities reinforce modem behavior while the social organization of rural areas reinforced
traditional behavior.
Hunter" studied man's history in society and showed that the general
trend of development is towards economic growth. He compared the peasant
societies of Asia and Africa and summarized the different stages of development in terms of the following:
.
1)

The first.:stage ~ the traditional society. that has strong attachments to religion, primitive farming and low level of education.

2)· The second stage is partial modernization which involves tension.
This is because the society is split in half between the rewards
offered by new ways and fears attached to old ways.

•
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3) The final stage isthe society's commitment to the rewards and risks
.of new ways and then; the niles and methods of developed economic .
and administration begin .to' fit.
'
. .
From the above studies.. it was.observedthatthe. 'direction of beh~vioral
change associatedwith development is. from traditional to modern. This was
shown in terms of greater preference for savings over consumption, greater
tendency to invest in productive activities.greater resort to formal institutions
, . (such as: financingand crimecontrol), greaterpoliticalawareness, greater
value attached to higher education, etc. . . . .
.

.,

FactorsTh~t Induce Change
What are the factors that bring about a transition to modern beha:rior?
Among these are the followingt (a) ·hurilaninteraction, (b)' mass .media,
(c)landownership, (d) education, (e) degreeof.urbanieation, and (t)housing
development project.
.
..
.. . .
Effects of Human.Interaction

.In the world, people interactand influence one.another causing changes,
in. their behavior. In the' process of behavioral change,•traditionalindividuals
. learn a series of behavioral .actions of modern .individuals according to their
own interpretations, as' they interact' with the ,latter. An interesting arid
somewhat mystifying .aspect of this is that the learning ,of the acts. of the
other may, and usually does, .take place without (wert practice. That is, the
.acts of .the other may be incorporated in incipient or.latent behavioral mobilization that appear in overt manifestations only when 'the situational
,context'is so structured that A, say, finds himself/herself in the. position of '
.: B, whereupon he/she behaves, as 'B did when A wasacting his/her own posi- .
tion, 20 This,is commonly known as the influence of B over A. Such, may
later cause A to shift his/her level of indifference curve towardsB's level
indifference curve and consequently, be more willing to adopt B's manner of
living. Willingness to change will be defined as a manifested shift in behavior,
,.
.,
assuming everything else is constant;'

of

. An evaluatioriofbehaviorai change by examiningtheeffects ofhum~

interaction, nonetheless. is longitudinal and generalizationaare difficult to
make because this kind of approach will have to be done on a person to perscn
basis.
'
'
Effects ofMass Media

Mass media accelerates the rate of change and has brought about a
change in the imagery of ambition. People can slowly learn to want more
m~neyas'anendinitsel(, the newconsumer rdurables" of the last few decades,
.such as radios, refrigerator,' 'bicycles, even cars, ' have greatly', reduced '
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traditional wantlessness of the impoverished and have brought women as
well as men into the orbit of desire. 21 However, mass mediadoes not discriminatethe particular types of people it tries to, influence. All income groups
are exposed to the same kind of advertisement or news at the same time.
(Thus, isolation of behavioral changesjsay, from traditional to modem, of
a certain group of individuals may not be possible.)

Effects ofLandownership
In the evaluation of Tondo Foreshore through the Hedonic Pricing
apptoachp it was found that the ,residents improved the quality of their
housing units soon after land-ownership. The author, however, did not go
further into finding out whether such improvement have been considered as
a social gain, say, in increasing one's financial credibility' and gaining access
to other institutions. For instance, in the Philippines, collateral in the form
of real estate is a prerequisite for obtaining loan from formal financing institutions; Thus, their behavior in terms of increased savings and undertaking
of productive investments may be observed.

Effects ofEducation

•

•

Education is believed to be a great factor. in bringing about changes,
say, in one's future income, through higher levels of skills which lead to
higher income. Several studies on human capital have been made and one of
which is the study of Psaeharopoulos 23 on the 'income earnings of Filipinos
having different levels of education. Aside from the impact of education on
skills and hence, on productivity, this may be because of access to a wider
range of information when one is able, through education to, have greater
access to sources of' information e.g., on employment opportunities. Moreover, there could be a change ~ preference as a result of education, i.e., the
realization of the opportunity C6st of time with respect to productive
activities and hence, a greater proposition of time alloted to income-generating activity or better education may 'mean better nutritional and hygienic
habits, say, a greater utilization of professional medical service, due to a
better understanding of its importance. Better health, in tum, allows a higher
productivity and thus, higher income.
From, the above, education can induce behavioral change and can be
examined with other variables, e.g , land ownership.

Effects ofDegree of Urbanization
Degree ofurbanization refers to the degree ofavailability ofinfrastructure
say, electric and water supply systems, roads, drainage and sewer systems
whichmayinduce behavioral change over time. For example.ielectricitymay
encourage schoolingindividuals to study for longer hours; water supply,
drainage and sewer systems may encourage better sanitary practices; arid
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roads' may give access to area linkages with more urbanized or developed
centers around or near an undeveloped area, andrmay give access to market
as a source of employment opportunities and infonnation. There may also
be greater contact with other members of the community, hence, more community involvement, etc.
Effects of a Housing Development Project

In a development project, say, in housing, several institutions could
be introduced in a package. That is, improvements in economic, physical and
social institutions may be done simultaneously where the totalsocialorganization of the community could be changed towards modernization. For example,
. a housing development project may provide landownership, infrastructure
and basic facilities, proper amenities such as schools and health centers, and
job training programs. ThUs, it is possible that particular types of behavioral
changes may occur and its impact may be on the modernization ofthe residents
of the community.
A housing development project seems to be a comprehensive and
deliberate policy for bringing about such a change in human behavior. Thus,
if the government of, say, a developing country observes behavioral changes,
from traditional to modern, after a housing development project in an
undeveloped area, say, a squatter community, a policy of more investment
on housing development projects will be undertaken.
.

It is possible, however, that although living in an urban area, say, in an
urban squatter area, that traditional types of individuals persist.. This is
obviously because a squatter's area though situated in .a city, is isolated by
special conditions that prevent the dwellers from benefitting from the fruits
of urbanization. That is, the different factors that, as discussed above, were
.
related with.modern behavior, are lacking. In more concrete terms..
'--~

1) Their incomes are much lower than the Urban average;

•

•

2) Their levels of education and skills are low and hence, income levels .
are low;
.
3) They squat on land that is not their own and have very little stock of
physical assets;
4) The land they squat on is undeveloped where proper amenities and
basic facilities are not provided; .
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5) The area they live in is congested and unconducive to healthy living;
and,
6)

They live in an area that lack the infrastructure and other facilities
that characterize an urban environment.

Thus, one can expect that traditional behavior will prevail in an urban
squatter area. Transition to modem behavior, however, may be induced by
bringing about a change in the form of better and higher education, increase
in their ownership of physical assets, e.g., land, urbanized infrastructure
including educational and medical facilities.

From the above considerations, housing development projects which
provide landownership, infrastructure, basic facilities, proper amenities and
job training programs may bring, about behavioral changes among the
residents from a traditional way of life to a modem way oflife.
In other words, we conclude that behavior is a function of income, education, landownership program and the degree of urbanization of the environinent. This is formally expressed as:
B =. f (Y, E, L, DU) where,
B: Behavior
Y: Income
E: Education
L: Landownership Program
DU: Degree of Urbanization
It is recommended that post evaluation studies of housing projects on
behavioral changes be given greater attention because ofthe long-run benefits
that may be expected.
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